
Beginning Softball Pitching
Adapted from a guide created by Stan VanderSlik

Pitching a softball is not like throwing a softball.  Pitching is an underhand motion that, when
done correctly, can result in a throw that is as hard as an overhand throw.  But it is a complex
process to complete correctly with a lot of velocity and accuracy.  This guide attempts to break
the pitching motion down into steps that can be completed as drills, with each step building on
the one before to complete the motion.  Learn and repeat each drill properly and you too might
be a successful pitcher!

One of the keys to becoming a successful pitcher is to hold the interest, because it’s a lot of
hard work. Challenge yourself but don’t remove the fun. For you moms and dads, be careful not
to push too hard. Let your pitchers have fun with it.

Pitchers, remember that it takes lots of practice to become good, even more to become better,
and you never stop when you want to be the best.

Getting Started
Go ahead and look at the last couple of pages to see what the full motion looks like.  But then
come back here.  When you practice, don’t go directly to the full motion!  Really!  It’s not too
hard to throw a pitch underhanded, but we’re not playing backyard, slow-pitch softball; we’re
playing fast-pitch softball.  To develop your speed, we need to break down the motion into small
pieces that are easier to understand.

Now we'll look at different parts of the pitching motion by describing several drills.  We start with
the last part of the motion and move backward to the beginning of the motion so that you build
the entire motion as you complete the drills.  As a reference for these drills, have a line drawn
between you and your catcher; this is your “power line”.  It can be a base line, an expansion
seam in your concrete driveway, a boundary line on a basketball or tennis court, or any other
line you draw.

It is best to have a partner for the drills so they can watch and see that you are doing them
correctly, but it is not required.  Throw into a net or into a fence, or even into a tarp hung up in
the basement.

Don’t forget to warm up with some regular overhand throws or some jumping jacks.  And keep
hydrated.
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Basic Grip
Look at the ball so you see the seams in a “C” shape.  Pads of the first three fingers go on one
seam, thumb on another.  Do not palm the ball, hold it with the pads of your fingers.

Wrist Snap
The wrist snap is the final part of the motion that involves the ball.  A good snap will put a spin
on the ball that helps it move through the air and drop or rise as it approaches the batter.

Kneel on your non-throwing leg and place your throwing arm on the thigh of the same side with
the hand and wrist extended past the knee, palm up.  Drop your wrist down, then flip the ball up,
letting it roll off your fingertips.  It should go straight into the air, not into your face!

A more common method of completing this drill is to stand with the hip on the side of your non-
pitching arm toward your catcher with your pitching arm straight down at your side and your
hand a little in front of your hip.  Cock your wrist back then snap it forward to throw the ball,
letting it roll off your fingertips.  Do not move your arm!  You can even do this by yourself by
snapping the ball into your glove.
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“T” Drill/Arm Whip
This drill is designed to increase the whip of the arm to increase ball speed.  

Stand with  your  feet  a little  wider  than shoulder  width  and toes pointing  perpendicular  (90
degree angle) to your power line.  Raise your glove hand and your pitching hand until they form
a “t” shape.  Keep your elbows relaxed.  Swing the pitching arm forcefully down toward the hip
while also dropping the glove hand.  Keep your pitching arm extended.  As the ball gets just in
front  of  the hip,  snap your  wrist  and release the ball,  while  rotating your  hips toward  your
catcher/target.  Follow through with your arm, bending at the elbow and bringing the hand up by
your chin, fingers pointed toward you.

Keep your pitching arm from going behind your body or your arm will  have to move out and
around your hip, which will  decrease your accuracy.  Also keep your pitching arm long and
loose and your shoulder down (don’t shrug).  This helps keep the shoulder from “binding up”
and reducing power.  As you advance in skill level, slide the back foot toward the front foot as
you rotate your hips at the release.
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“K” Drill
This introduces the leg movements that are needed during the pitch.

Stand with your feet a little wider than shoulder width and toes pointing a little more toward your
target (45 degree angle) on your power line.  Raise your glove hand to the same position as in
the “T” drill and your pitching hand over your head.  Lift the front leg off the ground and then
push with the back leg as you swing the pitching arm forcefully down toward the hip while also
dropping the glove hand.  Keep your pitching arm extended.  As the ball gets just in front of the
hip, snap your wrist and release the ball.  The front leg should be on the ground a couple of feet
down your power line by that  point,  so you can push from that  leg while  rotating your hips
toward your catcher/target.  Follow through with your arm, bending at the elbow and bringing the
hand up by your chin, fingers pointed toward you.

Windmill
This drill is designed to work on the full circle of the arm and the weight transfer from front to
back.

Stand with your feet about shoulder width and toes pointing a little more toward your target (45
degree angle) on your power line.  Put your hands together near your front knee, then push
them slightly out and up.  The glove hand stops in the “T” position, the pitching arm continues
overhead to the “K” position.  As it reaches that position, the weight should be shifting toward
the back foot and should remain there through the finish.  Follow through with your arm, bending
at the elbow and bringing the hand up by your chin, fingers pointed toward you.
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Full Motion
Put it all  together!  This is a little different in that you start on the rubber with toes pointing
toward the catcher instead of across your power line.  Try to have an area where you can throw
the ball as far as you need to.  It is 35’ from the front of the plate to the point of home plate for 9-
10 year olds, 40’ for 11-12 year olds and 43’ for 13+.  Remember that the catcher’s position is
actually a couple more feet behind the plate.

Try to keep in mind these four phases as you pitch:

Relax > Load > Explode > Finish

Use the image below, containing 10 positions, as we look at the phases.

Relax – start in the circle with the ball in your glove, make sure any runners are on their base,
and communicate with your infield on the number of outs and where the play is.  Take a deep
breath (then let it out) and step on the rubber (position 1).

Load – plant your pitching side foot on the front half of the rubber and the other foot on the back
half.  Rock back as you squat a little and lean your top half a little forward (position 2).  The top
of half of your body should not be leaning any more than a 45 degree angle.

Explode – as you begin to push with your pitching side foot, kick your other foot (stride foot) up
and out toward your target (position 3).  As your foot comes up and forward, so do your arms
(position 4).  Make sure you keep your plant foot on the ground as long as your stride foot is in
the air.  You will come out from the rubber and begin to come up to vertical; you also rotate your
hips to an open position (facing toward third base line for right handers or first base line for left
handers) so that your arm can come past them freely.  The motion is a combination of the “K”
drill and the Windmill drill  as your arm goes all the way around and your leg strides forward
(position 5).

Finish – when your stride foot lands with your toe pointing to about a 45 degree angle to your
power line, straighten your leg and push against it so that your weight transfers toward your
back foot (position 6).  Swing your arm through, past your “open” hips, snap your wrist, rotate
your hips closed and follow through on your arm swing (position 7-10).  Drag the toe of your
plant/pivot foot toward the stride foot and finish with both feet close together.  Do not end with
your legs crossed one well behind the other!  Get ready to field the ball if necessary!

Drill Sets
Pitching is about building muscle memory.  Doing that requires repetition and regularity.  Try to
do 20 of each drill (Wrist Snaps, “T”, “K”, Windmill, Full Motion) for at least 5 days each week.
Once you complete the drills properly, you can reduce the number of drills and increase the
number of pitches.  BUT, this will take some time – weeks, not days.  The more drills you do,
the better your muscle memory will become.  Take the time to do the drills properly and to do
them frequently.
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Goal
Hit your power line with your stride foot so you are moving straight toward the plate.  If you need
to, use your foot to drag a line in the dirt from the pitching plate toward home plate so you can
see how consistent your stride is.

As you progress with your pitching, focus on the drive from the rubber out toward the batter and
up from your stride foot as you bring your arm around to release the ball.  Once your muscles
know how to complete the motion, you begin working on increasing speed: of the drive off the
rubber, of the weight transfer from front to back, of the pitching arm, and of the pivot foot drag
after the pitch.

Additional Drills
Runner  starts –  Plant  foot  in  normal  pitching  position  on the rubber,  stride foot  completely
behind the rubber.  Bend the knees deeply to load them.  Spring forward from the plant leg, kick
the stride foot up and through, and complete the pitching motion.  This helps build strength in
the legs.

Walk through – Start two steps behind the rubber.  Step with the stride foot, then the plant foot
lands in the normal position on the rubber.  Complete the pitching motion.  This helps build
speed in the motion because there is more momentum.

Run through – No rubber or catcher is needed.  Run toward the target.  When you are within 15
feet or so, start the pitching motion when the plant foot hits the ground and complete it as usual.
This helps build speed and coordination in the motion.

Long pitch – Start at normal pitching distance.  After every five pitches, move the catcher back 5
feet or so.  NOTE: This is about distance, not throwing strikes; pitches will need more arc as the
distance increases.  Keep moving the catcher back until the pitcher can't get the ball to them.
Then move the catcher back in five feet at a time until they reach normal pitching distance.  This
helps increase arm strength and power in the pitch.

Remember
- You have to rotate your hips open so your arm can swing past.
- Use your legs to push OUT and then UP.  Power in the pitch comes as much from your

legs as your arm.
- After your deliver the pitch, rotate your hips closed again to add power and so you are

ready to field.
- Follow through with your arm after releasing the ball.
- If you’re having trouble, practice your motion without a ball, or stop halfway (like in the

“K” position) to make sure you are positioned properly.  Have someone take video of
your motion and review it to see problem areas.

- Get the mechanics correct before you focus on increasing speed.
- Success comes after a lot of practice!

You're not going to get off the couch and be at some amazing fast pace or burn crazy amounts
of calories, but you have to start somewhere... Eventually, you'll get there.

- Jennie Finch, Team USA (Olympics) pitcher
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